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1 Introduction

The Information Management Group at Dublin City

University has research themes such as digital multi-

media, interoperable systems and database engineer-

ing. In the area of digital multimedia, a collabora-

tion with our School of Electronic Engineering has

formed the Centre for Digital Video Processing, a

university designated research centre whose aim is to

research, develop and evaluate content-based opera-

tions on digital video information. To achieve this

goal, the range of expertise in this centre covers the

complete gamut from image analysis and feature ex-

traction through to video search engine technology

and interfaces to video browsing. The Interopera-

ble Systems Group has research interests in federated

databases and interoperability, object modelling and

database engineering. This report describes the re-

search activities of the major groupings within the

Information Management community in Dublin City

University.

2 Multimedia Retrieval

The Centre for Digital Video Processing (CDVP) is a

group of almost 25 researchers (Faculty, post-doctoral

researchers and graduate students) which is funded

by national and European research funding agencies

as well as by the University and by industry. Since

1997 the CDVP has secured over C=2m in research

funds from these sources and has been part of 6 sep-

arate expressions of interest for research activities in

the forthcoming EU Sixth Framework Programme

which has positioned us well to extend our already

large network of collaborators.

In order to make signi�cant progress in indexing,

browsing, linking and searching of large amounts of

digital video information, skills and expertise in in-

formation management and in video coding and video

analysis, are necessary. This is because so much

analysis and processing of video is required in order

to extract information from video on which to base

content-based operations. The background to the

CDVP is that it combines researchers with expertise

in video coding and compression [2, 21], with those

who have information retrieval and searching as the

focus of their previous work [1, 7]. This has allowed

us to generate a burst of activities in this area in re-

cent years and to contribute to advancing the state

of the art in video navigation. Since January 2000

we have had 35 refereed publications in areas such as

video analysis, video indexing, video retrieval, video

summarisation and video browsing, but in addition to

producing research papers we are also practitioners,

in that we concentrate a lot of our e�orts into devel-

oping demonstrator systems. This helps to satisfy our

funding bodies but also gives much focus and direc-

tion to our research as we regard these demonstrator

systems as a crucial aspect of progressing our area of

research. Before describing some of these search and

browsing demonstrators, we will summarise our work

on feature extraction from video

2.1 Feature Extraction from Video

In order to make any progress with extracting infor-

mation from digital video information, the �rst task

is to segment video into shots and select keyframes

as summaries of each shot. A shot is de�ned as

a single camera movement in time and, like many

other groups, we have developed and tested tech-

niques for shot boundary detection using colour his-

tograms, colour moments, texture analysis, analysis



of shapes and even based on characteristics of the

compressed video such as the distribution of B-frames

in MPEG-1 [13]. Like other groups we have also eval-

uated the e�ectiveness of shot boundary detection,

work in terms of recall and precision, though we eval-

uated our techniques on an 11-hour dataset, consid-

erably larger than the size used by most other groups.

Our greatest contribution in this area is the develop-

ment of a shot bound detection technique which runs

in the compressed domain, directly on MPEG-1 �les,

and the compute time for this is of the order of 5% to

6% of real time [5], whereas techniques which operate

on the uncompressed domain normally run in about

real time. This is a signi�cant development.

Once shot boundaries are determined, video con-

tent is then subjected to a series of analyses in order

to detect features. These can include keyframe selec-

tion, speech recognition (which we do not do), speech-

music discrimination, speaker segmentation and iden-

ti�cation, face detection, group detection, and cam-

era motion detection [12, 8, 20]. In our work we do

this in such a way that the output of these detectors,

which forms the basis for searching and browsing of

video archives, is marked-up in MPEG-7, allowing

easy insertion into our video database systems.

Like most research groups working on advanced

techniques for video navigation, we are working to-

wards object-based segmentation, tracking, and iden-

ti�cation directly from video sources, and on top of

that we can then layer object-based searching, link-

ing, browsing, etc. Towards that goal, one of our cur-

rent projects involves performing such object segmen-

tation and tracking, albeit in constrained domains

initially, and using external metadata to further con-

strain the video analysis. Initial work on this is al-

ready showing progress.

2.2 Demonstration Systems

One of the strategic decisions made early in the life-

time of the CDVP is that demonstration systems are

a good thing because they direct and provide focus

for our research. This has helped to provide direction

for our work on feature extraction from video and has

allowed us to build and deploy the following systems:

� F��schl�ar-TV is a digital video recording, brows-

ing, searching and playback tool which supports

access to captured digital video content, cur-

rently taken from any of 8 free-to-air TV chan-

nels in Ireland [9]. Our users select programmes

to be recorded from an online TV schedule

which has genre (categories) assigned to each

programme automatically, and as requested pro-

grammes are transmitted we capture the video,

detect shots and keyframes and place the anal-

ysed programs into our video library. Users can

then browse programme keyframes and playback

content from any point in the recorded video. We

also capture teletext, 24/7 from 6 TV stations

and have developed a rudimentary text search-

ing facility to allow video navigation as a com-

pliment to keyframe browsing. F��schl�ar-TV is

available throughout the University campus, li-

brary and residences and is used for research and

for teaching and learning. It is extremely popu-

lar with over 1,800 registered users, about half of

whom are \active"users, and during semester we

record approximately 20 to 25 hours of content

per day. At any point in time we can store up

to 300 hours (400 programmes) online and our

video server can support over 250 simultaneous

playback streams (each MPEG-1 stream is 1.5

Mbps).

� F��schl�ar-News is essentially the same as

F��schl�ar-TV except that the content is the main

evening news from the national broadcasting TV

station (RT�E) which we record faithfully but in

addition to supporting keyframe browsing of ap-

proximately 200 hours of TV news, we have a

much more elaborate and useful text search fa-

cility which allows users to search for �ne seg-

ments of TV news programmes [10]. F��schlar-

News is deployed throughout our campus and is

also available from University libraries of other

Universities in Ireland. Our work in this area is

now focussed on news story segmentation, identi-

fying the boundaries between di�erent news sto-

ries within a single broadcast using the closed

caption text [19], the detection of the news an-

chorperson on screen and the story image pro-

jected behind them [12], speech-music identi�ca-

tion [8], speaker discrimination, and advertise-

ment detection [20]. It is by combining the re-

spective outputs of these analyses carried out in

parallel that we expect to achieve a high degree



of accuracy in story segmentation, and allow au-

tomatic linking of related stories thus allowing

an even more useful system for video navigation

to be developed.

� F��schl�ar-Nursing is another variation of the

F��schl�ar system where the content consists of

several hours of professionally produced video

materials to be used as part of course delivery in

our School of Nursing. In this system we hand-

crafted a collection of indices on this video (in

MPEG-7) on top of the automatic shot bound

de�nition and keyframe selection, to allow stu-

dents to be selective in what material they ac-

cess. The system as a whole allows large-scale

deployment of this video content to many hun-

dreds of students on campus, and will also allow

o�-campus access to the various outreach cen-

tres throughout the country where the School of

Nursing has teaching activities.

� F��schl�ar-TREC2002 is the �nal variation of

the F��schl�ar system which was developed specif-

ically to allow our participation in the TREC

video track in 2002. TREC is an annual bench-

marking exercise for Information Retrieval (IR)

applications, co-ordinated by the National In-

stitute for Standards and Technology (NIST).

Over the last decade it has spawned over a dozen

\tracks" or specialist IR applications including

retrieval from spoken audio documents, interac-

tive IR and IR from web documents. In 2001

a track specialising in IR from video was in-

troduced which attracted over a dozen partic-

ipants. A corpus of almost 40 hours of video

was distributed among participants, as was a col-

lection of 25 user queries. Queries were run by

each participant and each site's results for each

query sent back to NIST, who pooled submitted

results and performed manual relevance assess-

ments on the pool. Once completed, this allows

comparison among participating groups' results

in terms of measures such as precision and re-

call. What was novel about the TREC2002 video

track was that several sites ran feature detectors

on the video search collection and made their

outputs available to other groups. For exam-

ple, we provided the outputs from our face de-

tector, and our speech and music discriminator,

and used the speech recognised transcript from

Microsoft Research Asia and the indoor/outdoor

and landscape/cityscape detectors from IBM Re-

search, all information marked up in MPEG-7.

At the time of writing the performance of our

submission in TREC2002 video track is unknown

but the system we developed was an interactive

search tool, allowing use of features and was com-

bined with the usual F��schl�ar browsing capabili-

ties.

These demonstration systems all have a web interface.

F��schl�ar-TV has been in operation for almost 3 years,

F��schl�ar-News is in operation for only 12 months, and

F��schl�ar-Nursing and F��schl�ar-TREC2002 are recent

developments.

2.3 Platforms and Interfaces

All of the demonstration systems mentioned above

are XML-based and generate their outputs in XML

which are transformed via XSL stylesheets into inter-

faces for users. The rationale for doing this is to al-

low easy porting of these systems to mobile platforms

and to date we have successfully ported F��schl�ar-TV

to the Compaq iPAQ running the Pocket-PC operat-

ing system and accessed over a wireless LAN. We also

have a trial running with a local network provider to

provide GPRS access via an xda mobile device.

While device-independence is an important aspect

of our work from a technical perspective, the design of

a consistent user interface which addresses both the

user's needs and the user's constraints during use is

even more important. We have developed a theoreti-

cal framework for video browsing from which we have

been able to develop several video keyframe browsing

implementations, each suited to the particular char-

acteristics of a desktop PC or mobile platform [9].

This theoretical underpinning has served us well in

helping us to develop our various interfaces while tak-

ing user needs into consideration.

3 Interoperable Systems and

Data Engineering

The Interoperable Systems Group (ISG) has been

funded seven times at national level to develop re-

search projects in areas such as federated health-



care systems, distributed component technologies,

object data modelling, multimedia databases, and

mobile computing. The group currently comprises

ten researchers who are involved in research initia-

tives across three separate projects. The IOMPAR

project concerns the secure transfer of non textual

data across a federated database architecture; the

EGTV project is based on distributed multimedia

database research; and the XPeer Project is a collab-

oration between the ISG and the University of Mont-

pellier in France, for research into an XML federated

database system.

3.1 Secure Transfer of Complex Ob-

jects

The IOMPAR Project (Internet Object Management:

PRivacy Architecture) is focused on the secure trans-

fer of complex objects [3]. It concentrates on limi-

tations to existing e-commerce technologies: data re-

siding in traditional relational databases, and security

being diÆcult to guarantee across the network. The

project assumes that data is not at in structure, but

takes the form of objects, which have a hierarchical

structure and contain built-in operations. This im-

plies that data retains the rich semantics contained at

the modelling stage. As part of the project, an imple-

mentation that o�ers secure transfer of data between

objects using existing internet technologies, is under

development. The prototype will include sophisti-

cated security primitives as part of the structured ob-

jects, unlike current technology which encrypts data

at a very low-level thus, removing all structure.

IOMPAR makes use of some of the research output

from its predecessor, the OASIS project [16], where a

healthcare federation was constructed. A view mech-

anism for ODMG databases was constructed by ex-

tending the ODMG metamodel to accommodate vir-

tual entities [15], and this is used to facilitate the

restructuring of objects in views. This technology

is reused to extract object views for encryption pro-

cesses.

Research is focused on four main areas. The �rst

is on a model transformation service for ODMG-to-

XML data which requires the capture of all semantic

information including behaviour. A second research

task involves the speci�cation and implementation

of the Repository Query Language which provides a

reection facility for ODMG and Object-Relational

databases. This builds on previous work [14] in that

it must provide an extended functionality and inter-

face to operate in a mobile computing environment.

A third task focuses on the speci�cation of the pro-

totype/clone transaction protocol for the transaction

of objects of an unknown type. This work extends

the basic ideas presented in [6]. A �nal task involves

the implementation and integration of security primi-

tives within the object structures. This task incorpo-

rates the implementation of smart-card based access

control mechanisms to manage authorised access to

sensitive object members, using state of the art en-

cryption technology.

There are three industrial partners in the project,

Versant Limited the makers of an ODMG database,

Iona Technologies the makers of the Orbix distributed

object software, and Orbism who act as the end-user

for the prototype. A prototype system which o�ers

the secure transfer of object schemas is due for com-

pletion in February 2003.

3.2 Multimedia Database Transac-

tions

The aim of the EGTV (EÆcient Global Transactions

for Video) [17] research project is to provide query

and update capabilities for a large distributed library

of multimedia (video, audio and graphical) objects.

Technical issues addressed are in the areas of storage,

distribution, and global transactions.

The �rst task was to design the database meta-

model for multimedia objects. Two database types

are used for persistence: \pure" object-oriented

databases and object-relational databases. Both of-

fer identical interfaces to global query services. The

two-pronged approach was aimed at exploiting de-

velopments in both the object-oriented and object-

relational database areas. It also exploits previous

research where MPEG objects have been processed

and indexed to extract key frames at selected points

in the MPEG �le [11]. These frames are stored and

used in later update and retrieval transactions. A full

speci�cation of the metamodel with mappings to both

ODMG and Object-Relational databases is provided

in [4].

Conventional storage technology either fails to pro-

vide for multimedia storage (relational or object-



relational technology), or adopts a purpose-built ap-

proach (Oracle Video Server, RealNetworks video

streaming) that provides only a centralised storage

capability with no �ne-grained storage or retrieval

techniques. An ongoing task is to build a distributed

object-based storage architecture for multimedia ob-

jects. One of the key tasks to the success of this

architecture is the development of a global catalog

service, which provides smart metadata access across

the federation.

Many of the scenarios for this project require that

global views be created, and in some cases updated.

This necessitates the creation of a global view service

where multimedia objects from di�erent sources can

(conceptually) be placed side by side. It is intended

that each multimedia server should designate those

multimedia objects that may participate in global

views. These objects may subsequently form part of

many global views. This function will require a local

view service for multimedia servers, and a global view

service for remote users (such as users of hand held

devices). The requirement for the placement of cer-

tain services (behaviour) in views provides a unique

problem for the view mechanism.

It is not suÆcient to adopt current transaction pro-

tocols due to the size of the objects exchanged. A

transaction service is proposed which operates in two

phases: a metadata phase and a data phase. The

purpose of the metadata phase is to ensure that the

correct multimedia object has been identi�ed, and

the correct time and segment information has been

speci�ed. The data phase then performs the physical

data transaction. This requires the speci�cation of a

new query language, and it is intended that this lan-

guage be XML-based to exploit future developments

in popular technology standards.

3.3 XML Databases

The aim of the XPeer project is to specify all ar-

eas of research and development of a distributed

XML database, including architecture, software com-

ponents, query language, and the mapping of XML

and object-oriented technologies. The project is cur-

rently in the process of designing a distributed XML

database architecture using peer-to-peer technology.

Future research is plannned on object database

query languages, global data dictionaries, an XML

Database Interface, and distributed XML transac-

tions. The project began in 2001 and is due to com-

plete in 2003.

4 Conclusions

All of the activities described in this report are ongo-

ing. The Information Management research group

maintains its main webpage at www.compapp.dcu.

ie/research/information with an outline of ma-

jor activites, while the individual research groups

such as the Centre for Digital Video Processing

(www.cdvp.dcu.ie) and the Interoperable Systems

Group (www.compapp.dcu.ie/~isg) maintain their

own sites with project details and online publications

and software demonstrations.
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